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Dialogue has become a key, cultural term in global English. Pleas for its use and 

enactment are prominent in many spheres of international activity. Following earlier 

works, this article explores terms ( or characters) and practices which relate to dialogue in 

three cultural discourses: Japanese, Korean, and Russian. Revealed for each are the 

distinctive goals being targeted, implicit moral rules for conduct, as well as the proper 

tone, mode, and interactional structure at play. The distinctive features in each discourse 

of dialogue are discussed, as well as common features. Cross-cultural knowledge of this 

kind can clarify and address vexing problems such as the cultural balancing of 

information and truth with relational concerns . 
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Dialogue has been identified as a rich cultural term, pervasive in its use, rich in its 

meanings, and dense in the morality for conduct its use brings with it. We hear today 
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calls for dialogue in multiple academic and public discourses, and the European 

Union has declared our time a time for "Intercultural Dialogue." Each such appeal 

has asked us to retlect upon and engage in dialogue. Each such use presumes a 

practical good or service of an ethic, through dialogic conduct. As a rich cultural 

term, then, dialogue has become increasingly circulated in global discourses, and 

espoused as a preferred form for communication conduct. Across cultural worlds and 

communities, people declare in a virtually unquestioned way the importance of and 

the need for dialogue. Indeed, we might wonder, who would be against dialogue? 

Of special importance to dialogue are spheres of activity where different peoples 

are brought together, asked to engage in dialogue, and to retlect upon new ways of 

thinking about it, of doing it, especially in situations of contlict. Many believe such 

pleas will help us achieve our goals. Yet, each plea for dialogue can bring with it very 

specific ideas about what this preferred form of communication is, how it is to be 

done, and what it means. In an earlier paper (Carbaugh, Boromisza-Habashi, & 

Ge, 2006), we found that although dialogue is valued as a social action, the 

communication practice being valued through the term, and its meanings, varied by 

language and culture, the goals being targeted, implicit rules for conduct, and what 

was deemed proper as its tone, mode, and interactional structure. Different moral 

imperatives were activated when pleas were made to engage in dialogue. Because of 

this, especially when people speak from different cultural circumstances, with footing 

in different languages and expressive systems, one plea for dialogue may not match 

another, with strained relations, confusion, misapprehension, and misattribution of 

intent resulting. Equally-or even more-difficult are circumstances when people are 

speaking the same language, increasingly English, but are using that language 

differently, yet believing they are saying the same thing (Berry, 2009; Berry & 

Carbaugh, 2004; Carbaugh, 2005a). On these occasions people may speak, and listen, 

as if they understand what dialogue entails, when the discursive and cultural 

entailments at play may be quite different. 

This leads us, an interlingual and intercultural research team, each practicing 

ethnographers of our own ways of speaking, to ask the following questions: What 

exactly is being targeted as people call for dialogue? Into what shape or form is social 

conduct being cast? What are motives for this form or forms of practice and what are 

its meanings? Following earlier work, this article investigates three native languages of 

our research team: Korean, Japanese, and Russian. We do so in order to ask the 

following: Are there cultural terms for communication in each language which 

overlap in uses and meanings with the English term dialogue? What does each 

identify as a form, or forms of communication practice, and what are its meanings? 

The analyses systematically explore each language-in-use by describing both the 

related terms in each of these languages and the practices being referenced through 

those terms. Following others and our own earlier works, we treat each language use 

as a cultural discourse that is deeply coded (Carbaugh, 2007; Philipsen, Coutu, & 

Covarrubias, 2005). Our findings are that these cultural discourses, when considered 

together, bring into view a wide range of possible practices and premises when 
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dialogue-and its kindred terms-is being advocated, referenced, conducted, and/ or 

interpreted. 

Research Literature, Theory, and Methodology 

The analyses that follow are designed within a general program of inquiry which 

derives from the ethnography of communication (Hymes, 1974, 1996), including the 

cross-cultural study of coding practices (see Carbaugh, 1990; Philipsen 1997). 

Our report uses a specific theoretical model for studying such terms ( Carbaugh, 

1989), with a special focus on deciphering communication codes for talk and 

pragmatic action. Such ethnographic studies have explored over 100 terms for 

communication in several different languages including American Sign Language, 

Chinese, Danish, English (in several varieties), Finnish, German, Hebrew, Korean, 

Japanese, Russian, and Spanish. This focus on cultural terms for communication has 

assumed a central place in the formulation of speech codes theory (Philipsen, 1992) 

and subsequently served as a rich heuristic for cultural study, especially, in our case, 

of dialogue. 

The procedures we employ follow a four phased methodology. First, the members 

of our research team identified in their native language a key term or terms, where 

available, which has some significant overlap in form, meaning, and use with the 

English term dialogue. Our understanding of dialogue was informed by earlier studies 

about dialogue (e.g., Anderson & Cissna, 1997; Carbaugh, 2005b; Wierzbicka, 2006), 

by our earlier studies referenced above, and by auditing uses of dialogue in English. 

Second, each analyst explored, described, and analyzed how the term was used in 

specific social contexts of interaction. Third, the native speaker, with others, provided 

an initial analysis of which communication practices were being referenced with 

those terms. Finally, the native analyst, and eventually the research team together, 

interpreted cultural meanings of these terms about communication itself, and about 

personhood and sociality. 

The framework at use focuses analysts' attention on two communication 

phenomena: ( 1) the native terms related to dialogue; and (2) the communication 

practices being referenced when those terms are being used-including their 

meanings. The phenomena are explored concerning levels of application of 

communication: (a) acts, the cultural sense of which involves an individual action; 

(b) events, the cultural sense of which involves sequences of conjoint acts; and/ or ( c) 

styles, the cultural sense of which identifies a way of speaking that was selected from 

among available others (e.g., a dialogic style). This conceptual and descriptive work is 

followed by interpretive analyses which involve identifying the meanings active in the 

uses of the terms, and in the practices being so referenced. Interpretive inquiry, then, 

uses the framework above and focuses on the explicit meanings: (a) about 

communication itself, its structuring norms, modes of presentation, and directness 

of action; and on the implicit meanings, (b) about sociation (meanings about social 

identities, institutions), and (c) about personhood (models for being, personhood, 
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and the like) which are presumed when dialogue is being referenced, conducted, or 
advocated (Carbaugh, 1989; Carbaugh, Berry, & Nurmikari-Berry, 2006). 

Our analyses of the three cultural discourses are presented below. The first, the 
Japanese discourse, demonstrates our methodology in most detail-our descriptive, 
interpretive, and comparative analyses of primary transcripts. 

The study is conceptualized within an ongoing program of work ( cited above), 
and complemented by other works focusing on the uses and meanings of dialogue 
(Anderson & Cissna, 1997; Bakhtin, 1986; Wierzbicka, 2006), and terms for talk 
in four other languages (Boromisza-Habashi, 2007; Carbaugh, Boromisza-Habashi 
et al., 2006; Poutiainen, 2005; Wilkins, 2005). Our analysis explores communicative 
means, and meanings, to identify the semiotic landscape, the variable discursive and 
cultural features being charted through and around these rich terms, and practices of 
dialogue. 

A Japanese Discourse on Dialogue 

Two terms in J apanese are related to the meanings of dialogue in English: taiwa (xtJJ!) 
and hanashiai (�Lifv'). They are largely interchangeable when used colloquially . 
Their implied meanings include mutual understanding, agreement, and a particular 
social arrangement. Hanashiai means talking together with each side's talk matching 
the other. Taiwa means people talking about particular issues face-to-face. Taiwa is 
hanashiai in which harmony (fנr), mutual understanding (t!Jiד:J;!!!iW), and mutual 
respect (t§li1#�) are promoted. 

One form of hanashiai is the exchange of ideas in an interactive and open way . 
Developed during the Edo period in Japan ( 1603-1886), hanashiai "has been the 
major communication mode;' "an elaborated and rational mode of communication 
to form a consensus within a group" even when participants come from different 
social and economic statuses (Nakazawa, 2000, p. 94). Hanashiai is also productive 
for promoting learning at educational settings (Iba, 2009), and facilitating science 
and technological communication (Mizukami et al., 2008). 

One illustrative situation where a Japanese form of hanashiai dialogue becomes 
active is in an educational television series called Haato wo tunagou (Let's Bridge 
Hearts//,- }-  ft �, 5). One main purpose of this program is to have productive-'"כ�
dialogue and discussions about sensitive issues ( hanashiai wo surulti'i L,,if 1,,, �T g) 
with experts. 

We present in detail one particular episode, on the topic of gender identity, that 
depicts the hanashiai form of Japanese dialogue. Six prominent experts who have 
been publicly open about their lesbian, gay, bisexual, and transgender (LGBT) 
orientations, share-or have hanashiai-their opinions and experiences with guests. 
The main guest is a 16-year-old female high school student, Akito, who is struggling 
with gender identification. She dislikes wearing female clothing and hates seeing her 
body becoming more feminine. She feels frustrated as, until 18, she is unable to 
undergo medical procedures to alter her physical development. 
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The following interaction takes place toward the end of the program. Ms. Sakurai, 

the main host, gently and respectfully asks Akito about her family's perceptions 

regarding the medical interventions. Akito explains that due to her adolescence, she 

has not been able to discuss her frustration: "We don't really have conversations like 

that at home." She feels that her parents are unaware of her struggles. However, to 

Akito's surprise, her parents have written her a letter for the program. Ms. Sakurai 

asks her assistant Sonim to read it. Akito listens attentively: 

1. Akito, who we love very much, you have been dealing with many issues all by 
yourself. 

*���-A. ��&��§�:דmk--c 

2. There were things that you could not even tel1 your parents. You were alone, 
confused, troubled, and in tears. 

m,r.::. t,§°kftכi'כ---tc::. c. -A :ד:e!5כ---"C'[ililv:דm:ן,1ו 

3. How incompetent we have been as parents. We regret that very much. 

ttlv"C�כJttm,ttlvtc 6 כ: O 4- c --c t,«e; Lv ''-"To 

4. But, you had teachers helping you, being helped by your friends, gradually, little 
by little 

Lכi• l,,ftכi> כ:t. ;bfttcf'ifi!,100 כo;:\7.=1וJ'. Li(:@!f.::.tc זft t::,:11, "C 1Jr l,, fכ- 

5. you've become able to say things that you couldn't say before. We're very happy 
for you. 

§°kftv'-�§°kכ'{J::. כ: f.::.ttכ---tco J::.כi'כ---tcc,�,כ---"Cv'�To 

6. In your future, and your future life, whatever path you take, we, your Dad and 
Mom, support you. 
.::..nכz' t, כo.::.. 1::. .::..nכz' כ 1:כo A1:. !::0 5 ;1p:1v:כ' 1וד-- --c t,. /{/{t,ד-ד- t,r,t:jj ,__ן lזי" 
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7. So, please do not make final decisions too quickly. 
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8. Look deeper into yourself and your future. Think carefully and take your time. 

t,כ--- c § �� �כ-כtJ/"Cf'f*כo::. c � Lכ ---כf, f'J. 19'כ--- < f'J � k "Cf'l Lv':זדo 

9. There are many more things we wish to talk to you about, and 

t,כ--- c3!Ltcv'::. cכi"v'כ---f-fv'כ& f'J �Tכi' 

10. by using this opportunity, let us, Akito, Dad, and Mom think about it together. 

4-@Iכo��'-"•A t,/,/,t, 77 t,:toliv 'f.::.19'כ--- < f'J -M\'f.::.� k "Cv'� � L ::ג :כ גt:ס 

11. We love you more than anyone else. 

;btttcכo::. c. ftJ::. f'J t,� ,ן,, "Cv'�To 

12. With Love, Dad and Mom 

With Love[read in English] /,/, '?'? 

(The letter ends here.) 
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13. Ms. Sakurai: (Smiles, eyes are teary, but tries to control it) 

���. .Qש�- -�=��Q.) 

14. How do you feel about this? 

t' 5 'דTכz'? 

15. Akito: In the past, often, we did things like exchange diaries, but 

1\'f;tf!זןi;Jיff:. ?x:�131Jc [,כ('-ftv'ft c". �כ:----Ctc/v'זדft t'גt 

16. somehow, before I knew it, I was in adolescence like this. 

 "c-- --:כ-')כt:כ --:כz,1-:::. 1vt1RmWI 1-:: t1כ::-1ו�r(1)---:כ'"

17. Sometime, uhh, about the future decisions, 

v 'כ� .'מ---כ-- f-f, 4-&(1) ז:. c c כz' t, 

18. we should be talking about them, and I want to have conversations about them. 

itL--Cv'כz'ft�כ('-v'ftftv':. ctc'L. itLtcv'c,\!!.v':tTtג" 

19. Ms. Sakurai: Your parents wrote "little by little." ( eyes are teary, but tries to 

control it) 
1 

 (Q�� .:��ז) .t;גC:t Ltct----:כ�v'--C< tc•~גC. t----כl'J > --כ'l'J" 19 > --כ'19

We note that the metacommunicative phrase, "could not even tell" on line 2 gives way 

eventually to "conversations" on line 18. The subsequent discussion utilizes hanashiai 
as a basis for conceiving and evaluating the kind of talk being discussed in line 18, and 

performed here. This is contrasted with the type of talk missing earlier "at Akito's 

home:' By line 5 Akito's parents express the realization that she is now "able to say 

things" and this recent ability now marks her, through this implicit Japanese premise, 

and form, as a potential fully tledged participant in hanashiai. By lines 9-10, the 

parents, through the letter, express their hope that Akito will join them in hanashiai, 
thereby experiencing its power of understanding, agreement, and productive social 

arrangement. Hanashiai provides a framing for what was missing in Akito's family life 

and its subsequent remedy in Akito's family (lines 9-10 ); it also implicitly provides the 

framing for the conduct of discourse in this television program itself. 

Next we examine the specific cultural features and premises concerning hanashiai, 
comparing and contrasting the semantic features with those Wierzbicka (2006) 

identifies. We discuss (1) attitude to the subject matter, (2) meanings of speaking or 

saying, (3) listening, and ( 4) three competencies. 
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A Struggle for Mutual Agreement: Social and Emotional Selves 

One component of hanashiai dialogue that is different from those analyzed by 

Wiezbicka (2006) is the attitude toward the subject matter. Hanashiai, as a form of 

Japanese dialogue, aims at mutual agreement (doui!f"p],g), although commitment to 

this aim might be partial. Here is why. A Japanese sense of harmony ( wa/;fןנ) is closely 
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interconnected with consensus, ensuring that issues are resolved in a satisfactory 

manner for all participants. Certainly, reaching perfect agreement and harmony is 

almost impossible, and thus, different opinions and thoughts always remain. For 

instance, all the participants in the episode acknowledged difficulty in discussing 

their LGBT orientations openly due to multiple pressures, such as misunderstanding, 

stigma, and discriminations. 

These pressures are addressed in communication in a distinctively Japanese way. 

When considering one's sense of self in Japan, it is important to consider both the 

emotional self and the social self as aspects of one's person. These two selves retlect 

two major religious traditions in Japan: Buddhism for emotional self and Shintoism 

for social self. The emotional self ( hone/.:sjגif) retlects feelings that revolve around 

one's own self-interest. The social self ( tatemae/�wן) retlects needs for social 

harmony and enacting socially appropriate personhood. Ideally, a mature person is 

able to balance between the two selves and be at peace within him/herself and other 

interlocutors without intentionally deceiving others or harming the dialogue. These 

cultural premises are different from the Judeo-Christian tradition, where a person 

ideally enacts a self that is consistent, making it harder to legitimately enact two selves 

within one social situation (Saito, 2009) . 

In the communication practice of hanashiai, then, participants may acknowledge 

different views and may not insist on overall consensus. However, culturally speaking, 

they may at least aim at reaching a partial consensus on the level of social self, while 

respecting the emotional self that may not completely agree with the social self. 

Privileging either the social or emotional self, without respecting and acknowledging 

the other, would compromise the efficaciousness of the hanashiai dialogic event. 

Therefore, speakers must aim at promoting and reaching harmony through dialogue, 

by acknowledging and respecting both selves. 
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Compromise, Giving Advice, Being Self-Critical 

In hanashiai, speaking or saying implies at least three communicative acts: 

compromising (jyouho/��); giving advice (jyogen!fJכ} i§ ); and being self-critical 

(jiko hansei/'e, cR�'). All three encourage mutual compromising (yuzuriai/ 

� � if ,.ו\). When these communication acts are not respected, a communication 

event cannot become hanashiai ( hanashiai ni naranailifj L,if ,.1 \ו-=. f,t. כ.:t f,t. ,.ו\). 

Compromising acts are most prominent, for they guide how the other two should 

be employed. People should indicate willingness to make mutual compromises 

(yuzuriai/� � if,.ו \), showing care for the relationship and others' well-being. When a 

person's speech centers on individual opinions, the clarity and the value of the 

content being discussed may be compromised in favor of care for others. Enacting 

this yuzuriai form of communication practice involves at least four normative 

constraints: being (1) supportive (kyouryoku-teki!נ}ftנfפif) and (2) considerate 

(omoiyari ga aru/,f(!!,,.ו\�� ;o>;bg) of other participants; and (3) tlexible with 

(jyuunan/*"i/ifx) or ( 4) open ( oopun/:;t-7':,,,) to new ideas or difficult issues. For 

instance, in the above hanashiai, Akito and her parents showed their support and 
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considerateness to each other. The parents showed tlexibility, and Akito became open 

to the new idea of having continuous hanashiai sessions to consider all options and 

not rush to make final decisions (lines 17-18). 

In terms of giving advice, the speaker may be direct or clear ( chokusetsu teki!��eף 
hakkirilf'i.  to (ףchokusetsu teki!��e ) in a mode that varies from direct ,(� � -כ

indirect (kansetsu tekilr�ר�eף), or the speaker may address the topic implicitly 

(honomekasu/ff.0)כi/זג-/כ). For instance, the parents and Ms. Sakurai gave Akito 

advice. The parents directly asked Akito not to make her final decision 

yet (lines 7-8), while Ms. Sakurai indirectly invited Akito to consider all the options 

(line 19). The closer the relationship, the more straightforward the advice (Saito, 

2009). As part of this process, or as its consequence, the speaker must be willing to 

apologize when pointing out critical and sensitive issues, by acknowledging his/her 

own faults, that is, by being self-critical ( hanseisuru/5i:נf1'6 ז). Akito and her parents 

critiqued their own inabilities when acknowledging the problems of having no 

hanashiai (lines 3 & 16). In this cultural logic, if the clarity of information clashes 

with proper relational maintenance, the former often gives way to the latter. 

Nakazawa (2000) asserted that in hanashiai respecting emotional status is more 

important than insisting upon logical legitimacy. One way to express proper respect 

for emotional status is to listen carefully without interrupting the speaker. 

Listening Deeply, Humbly: Cultural Competencies 

The listener should listen deeply (yoku kiku!J:. < 8,כF <), understanding without 

interrupting or asking the speaker to elaborate (sassuru!�6ז). This enables proper 

respect for the speakers' opinions (iken no sonchou/��oכ�;t;). In this form of 

communication, one has to practice being sunao/*� (docile, obedient), which 

would require the listener to take in everything the speaker says without complaining 

or objecting. Here, listening carefully implies that the listener is willing to agree with 

the speaker (Saito, 2009). Akito enacted being sunao and agreed with all the 

suggestions offered. However, a hanashiai requires that the speaker does not abuse a 

listener being sunao, and that the listener does not operate only on the level of a social 

self, which is listening superficially. 

Various cultural competencies are essential for enacting a good hanashiai. Of 

many, only three are mentioned here. The first is kyouchouseilibhwm•t1: ( the ability and 

willingness to collaborate and be considerate). If a person does not have this ability, s/ 

he could be too dominating or argumentative. For instance, Akito demonstrated her 

kyouchousei when agreeing to reconsider her decision to alter her gender (lines 17-

18). The second cultural competency is jintoku! Aff!ff. (personal virtue or charm). 

Respect and support, in speech and action, must be earned. The parents (lines 1-12) 

and Ms. Sakurai (lines 13-14) demonstrated their virtue by expressing their sincere 

care for Akito and Akito earned her parents' trust (lines 5-6). The third is kokoro/,C,, 
(heart). People must be capable of caring for others: Omoiyari no kokoro/ 
,W,v \� � כ:o,C,,. When people's deeds or talk lack kindness, even if the talk is correct 

and legitimate, they will not be fully respected. People should also be kind and 
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considerate to others, by empathizing with them. For instance, the parents 
empathized with Akito (lines 1-3). And Ms. Sakurai's tears indicated her true 
kindness (lines 13 & 19). All the participants enacted their hearts (kokoro/,C,,), thereby 

bringing them together in this hanashiai. 
In summary, although the utilizations and enactments of hanashiai vary by social 

situation, when conducted successfully, participants in collaboration may experience 

great satisfaction, harmony, and/or transformation. Ideally, in achieving these goals, 
all participants observe the premises for integrating the emotional self and social self, 
for speaking, listening, and their essential competencies. Even if a violation of the 
premises occurs, they should remain willing to make compromises, thereby 
maintaining the productivity of hanashiai. As hanashiai carves out a particular 
form and meanings about communication in Japanese, it does so through its own 

uses, drawing attention to these particular acts, sequences, and goals. 
We turn now to a second, Korean, cultural discourse. We find in it related, but 

distinct, communication practices where dialogue and its kindred terms are at play. 

A Korean Discourse on Dialogue 

When translated into Korean, the English word dialogue becomes daehwa (cH�� "נtt5). 
Along with this Korean word, hwedam (Jצ@tן�), hwehwa (�ן ��ןttj';), and daedam 

(cH@tt�) are also translated into English as dialogue (Si-sa Elite English-Korean 

Dictionary, 1997; Si-sa Elite Korean-English Dictionary, 1998). All four come from 
Chinese characters, as daehwa and daedam mean "talk while looking at each other;' 

while the others can be translated as "convene and talk." Yet each is used in different 
contexts, with different meanings. 

The most equivalent word to dialogue is daehwa. Its principal medium is speaking 
in face-to-face interactions. The term can apply to various social settings, from 
formal or informal exchanges to public or private occasions. It can be used, for 
example, to refer to a form of cultural exchange between South and North Korea, to 
political interactions between South Korean President Lee Myung-bak and citizens of 

the country, and to social interactions between a student and a professor, between 
family members, or between a wife and husband. The following excerpt from a local 
community newsletter (Jang, 2010) presents uses of daehwa: 

A��7f .2.'6\17f 5.'lcfj:!i6'�י8-��5' י\-i-וl שZ:t:1!ג� �LfA� cjן�f � �ס� � Alcf 
[If there is any misunderstanding about each other, let's solve the issue through 
dialogue with open minds and respect.] 

Daehwa assumes that different views are being discussed and participants strive to 

understand each other, working cooperatively with one another. The term also 

expresses positive social values such as creating solutions to social contlicts, or 

forging productive international relationships. A daehwa might be enacted in a 

sequence such as participants greeting each other, the introduction of a point, 

discussion of the issue with collaborative interruptions for clarification, and final 

resolving remarks or gestures (e.g., shaking hands). Participants engage in daehwa in 
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a nonverbal manner of sincerity with linguistic and paralinguistic expressions that 

show respect for different opinions. 

The communication norms governing any daehwa are to be collaborative in your 

actions and open to different views. Social practices of daehwa derive from the 

genre of reconciliation. As a result, the existence of daehwa in social life suggests a 

remedy to problems, and its practice presumes a communicative path to fewer 

problems. When applied to a person, that person is understood to be one who is 

open to and listens well to others' opinions. Thus, the positive value of daehwa 

foregrounds the productive and open exchange of views in ways that solve social 

problems. 

Hwedam, an official type of daewha, uses spoken language as its principal medium. 

This term refers to official talks in political contexts such as summits, negotiations 

between two countries, or meetings between leaders of opposing political parties. 

Hwedam is a formal political dialogue that occurs between two or more political 

leaders to discuss current or future issues of a nation or between nations. An agenda 

for hwedam is announced publicly through the media; the public is informed of 

scheduled hwedam such as those between U.S. President Barack Obama and South 

Korean President Lee Myung-bak about the United States-Korea free trade agreement 

(FTA). The following excerpt introduces the television news report (June 17, 2009) 

on this hwedam. The reporter introduced the outcome of the hwedam, quoting 

Obama's statement as follows (Park, 2009): 

-g-ןJג: �21� 1-ז- ��H% �117ג:� ש��!;} Al717� �21� ��LIC� 

[ Once we have resolved some of the substantive issues, then there's going to be the 
issue of political timing and when that should be presented to Congress.] 

Although the contents of these dialogues are not revealed to the public, unlike 

daedam, the final outcomes of hwedam are publically reported emphasizing 

achievements toward solving political issues or maintaining relationships between 

two countries. Hwedam are planned and executed to achieve positive outcomes, but 

not all hwedam lead to positive outcomes. Even though hwedam are confidential to 

the public, based on information revealed through the media, it could be reasonable 

to assume that its generic form is based on formal negotiation for one's interests. As 

such, hwedam, as an official and formal type of dialogue, offers information about 

national politics and international relationships to citizens, and is intended to have 

positive value for national sovereignty. 

Hwehwa, a pedagogical type of daehwa, uses face-to-face speaking in a foreign 

language as its principal medium, yet this also identifies ways of doing so in a private 

context. People use this word when they talk about practicing a foreign language such 

as at hwehwa class, or a person being good at English hwehwa. Its norm is speaking in 

a foreign language in an informal manner that is pleasant and not serious. Unlike 

daehwa, there are no implied positive social values such as cooperative problem

solving in hwehwa, although the educational and social benefits of such exchanges are 

understood. As a cultural practice, hwehwa presumes not only verbal and linguistic 

but, moreover, interactional competencies in a non-native language. 
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Daedam, a formal type of daewha, engages face-to-face spoken language as its 

principal medium, but the spoken interaction occurs in the form of an interview 

among well-known participants in a formal setting. Daedam refers to long format, 

conversational-style interviews with famous political figures, scholars, or social 

leaders that are transmitted on television, radio, online, or in newspapers, covering 

current national and societal issues. Television and radio programs carry titles such as 

Daedam with a Distinguished Figure or Daedam with Nobel Laureate Paul Krugman 

about the future of the Korean economy. 

The goal of daedam is to analyze current social, political and economic 

circumstances in order to suggest a future course of action. The daedam format is 

sequential: A host-interviewer introduces a guest-interviewee to an audience, asks 

prepared questions to the interviewee during their talk, and concludes the daedam with 

appreciative remarks. The host leads a daedam in a formal manner that shows his or 

her respect for the guest, with the interview following a prepared or improvisational 

structure. Daedam's norm is informational and educational, and its generic features 

resemble a formal interview. Thus, daedam is an official and formal type of dialogue, 

offers information to viewers and is intended to have positive social value. 

The Korean discourse analyzed here foregrounds different intlections related to 

dialogue in Korean, demonstrating a normative sequencing of collaboration and 

openness to other's views. These meanings are made through Chinese characters and 

the character for dialogue derives from Chinese. As a loan word from English, 

dialogue is not active, or at least not in the same way that it is elsewhere, as for 

example in Russian cultural discourse, to which we now turn. 
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A Russian Discourse on Dialogue 

In Russian the closest term to dialogue is ouן;ao2 (pronounced as dee-a-lQg). Our 

analysis focuses on the most recent uses of the term, those borrowed from English in 

times of political, economic, social, cultural and diplomatic challenges in Russia in 

the second half of the 20th century (Wierzbicka, 2006). Recent meanings of ;ו:z,HaI:סנr 

refer to an interaction which brings people together in an effort to accomplish 

various communication acts, events, and a style of collaborative social action. 

The term ;ו:z,Ha:נIסr integrates the act of a performance of communication within a 

communication event where interlocutors socially engage in a specific cultural 

way. ;ו:z,HaI:סנr also identifies a specific "style" of communication which presumes 

"a broader ordering of talk, itself consisting of a set of acts and events" ( Carbaugh, 

1989, p. 98). For example, as part of an ongoing Russian style of communication, two 

participants can enact a Russian ritual of "soul talk" and thereby accomplish certain 

cultural goals that will contribute to desired outcomes of a dialogue, ;ו:z,Ha:נIסr 

(Carbaugh & Khatskevich, 2008). Such an outcome or an end of interaction can be 

that of ponimanie (roughly meaning understanding). Soul talk is conducted through 

dialogic acts, specific events, as well as a dialogic style, which are all part of ;ו:z,Ha:נIסr. 

The social situation of ;ו:z,Ha:נIסr presumes that some level of disintegration or some 

social, political or diplomatic problem is in place. The participants need to achieve 
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agreement regarding an issue and they indicate their readiness to move to such an 

agreement by planning for ;ו:z,Ha:נIסr. Sometimes the participants declare that they are 

otkryti dlya dialoga ( open for a dialogue). Dialogue can last several hours, weeks, months, 

or years. It can span several communication situations, cities, countries, or continents. 

One requirement for the "scene" of a;ו:z,Ha:נIסr is ploshadka dlya dialoga-some common 

symbolic site, or agreed starting point to begin to address matters: 

1IeM 6סJibIIIe 06ll\alOTCH p:נre,!\CTaBHTeJIH BJiaCTH H 6H3Heca, TeM Jl)"IIIIe ,!\JIH Bcex. 
llpoBe,11eHHaH PCllll He,11em poccHii.cKסr6 סH3Heca-זmyKaJibHaH IנnOll\a,!\Ka ,!\JIH 

TaKסro ,!\HaJiסra 

[If representatives of business and authorities communicate more, it is better for 
everyone. T he Week of Russian Business organized by the Russian Union of 
Manufacturers and Entrepreneurs is a unique site for such a dialogue.] (Poltev & 
Ugodnikov, 2010) 

Participants of ;ו:z,HaJIOr may involve two or more sides, entities, or agencies, all of 

whom hold a stake in some issue, project, or program, but they need not be 1n 

opposition to one another. As such, they may be predicated to persons, or to 

collective agencies (as the two examples below illustrate). 

Ends or goals of ;ו:z,HaJIOr are to uslyshat (hear) the sides, ponyat situatsiyu (figure 

out the situation), naiti kompromiss (achieve compromise), pridti k soglasheniu po 

voprosu (come to an agreement), and dostich ponimaniya (reach understanding). Very 

often, having a constructive dialogue may not mean that all issues have been resolved 

and all solutions have been found. However, the sides will have created a certain level 

of collaborative spirit and achieved some degree of mutual understanding. So, having 

a style of communication that could later be described as ;ו:z,HaJIOr is an achievement 

or end in itself. This often means that if people are communicating in a way that 

could be termed ;ו:z,Hanor, they are avoiding harsh critique, confrontation, arguing, 

negative expressions, and taking sides or extreme positions: 

Cero,u;6 ש.וbm, ,11eHCTBHTeJibHO, KOHCדp)'KTHBHblli ,!l;H:נaIOr. IIpe,u;cTaBHTenrנ BCex 
napTHH ycJibllll:נaIH קll,yr קll,yra H o6cyIJ.H;ו:z,H np6סJieMlil, KOTסpb1e BO.IIH}']OT 
JKHTeJieH 6סJiaCTH H ropo,u;a . TaKHe BcrpeqH He6סXO,!l;HMbl, TaK KaK 
ll03BOJDIIOT pa3pemaTb HMeIOII.\Hecx npo6JieMbl He nyTeM MHTHHrOB 
a nyTeM ,!l;H:נaIסra. 

[Today we had a really constmctive dialogue. Representatives of all the parties were able 
to hear each other out and discuss problems that are of importance to people living in 
this province and the city. Such meetings are necessary because they allow us to resolve 
existing problems not through rallies, but through dialogue.] ("Popelyshev;' 2010) 

A set of communicative events is invoked through this dialogic style of commu

nication. These are as follows: diskussia ( discussion), an extensive verbal exchange 

between two or more sides regarding a set of issues; peregovori (negotiations), official 

exchanges of opinions in order to reach a common goal or resolve an issue in the 

political or business domain; razgovor (talk), mostly informal verbal exchanges with a 

varying degree of emotional depth, but usually is linked to serious and sometimes 

difficult discussions of issues important to participants; and beseda ( conversation), 

peaceful and informal social interactions between persons who already have 
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something in common. However, these events and their constitutive acts of 

communication cannot replace ;ו:z,HaJiסr, nor can ;ו:z,HaJiסr be replaced by them: 

"Onn3סH[\HOHHbie napTHII BCer.z:1a C'llffaJIII He6סxOMII;ם,bIM CBOe yqacme B 
·raKOM ,L\IlaJIOre. Ho IIIIIPOKIIM ,L\IIaJIOr He MO)KeT 3aMeHIITb MexaHII3Ma 
neperoBopoB." IIocne.z:1IUiו.s qipaga 3,Llecb rnaBHו.sa: onn3סHI.\IIH 3aSIBHna, 
'lTO ,L\IIa:ננlוr ,L\IIa.JiסroM, a neperoBסpb1 no qJIJH,שmyM napnaMeHTa H 
II36IIpaזenbHOM)' 3aKOHO\:ן,aTenbCTBY ,LIOfl)l(Hbl 6bITb. 

["Oppositional parties have always considered it necessary to participate in such a 
dialogue. But a comprehensive dialogue cannot replace the mechanism of 
negotiations." This last phrase is important here: opposition declared that a 
dialogue is a dialogue, but negotiations about parliament functions and voting 
legislation have to be in place.] (Dubina, 2000) 

All the communication events within ;ו:z,HaJiסr are usually organized in a way that leads 

participants towards understanding, improved collaboration, and public acknowl

edgement of partnership. Successive or parallel occurrences of these forms of 

communication in ;ו:z,HaJiסr suggest movement from a point of common interest in 

resolving an issue towards a better understanding of each other and further cooperation 

in certain areas. This is illustrated in the following Internet blog of a Russian politician: 

CeroISH\:ן, IIHrepHeT-3TO He TOnbKO IIHqJOpMa[\IIOHHaSI CeTb B ee pחIIBbI'IHOM llOHIIMaHIIII, 
3TO---lln01[\a\:ן,Ka ,L\HSI ,L\IICKyccm, r.z:1e K�Oe MHeHIIe HBnHeTCH O[\eHKOM npסIICXO,L\Sll[\IIX 
c6סMTIIM. MMeHHO ll03TOM)' H peIIIIIJI C03\:ן,aTb co6cTBeHHMM ceזeBOM �Han. IיI cerס,LIHSI, 
OTKPbIBו.sa ero nepBbוe «crיpaHII[\bו», npHrnamaוo K ,L1Hanסry Bcex nסnb30Baזeneii ceTH 
HHrepHeז. YBepeH, qro 061[\eHIIe 6y.z:1eז )KHBI,IM, IICKPeHHHM, 3aHHrepecOBaHHblM II 
none3HbIM, a TeMbו llO,L\CKa)KeT caMa )Kil3Hb. 

[Today the Internet is not only an information network in its regular meaning, it is 
a site for discussion where each opinion is an evaluation of current events. That's 
why I decided to create my own Internet journal. And now, opening its first 
"pages;' I am inviting all the Internet users for a dialogue. I am confident that 
communication will be lively, sincere and useful, and the topics will be prompted 
by life itself.] (Mitin, 2010) 

The tenor of ;ו:z,HaJiסr is a sp1r1t of openness, collaboration, trust, and 

predominantly positive emotions. Instruments or channels of ;ו:z,HaJIOr may involve 

various electronic media sometimes simultaneously-Internet-based discussions, 

blogs, and person-to-person, group and mass communication. The tone is more 

formal than informal, although some communication forms constituting ;ו:z,HaJiסr, 

such as beseda ( conversation), may involve a modest level of informality, thereby 

contributing to the sincerity of ;ו:z,HaJiסr and facilitating mutual understanding. 

The normative, moral ordering ;ו:z,HaJiסr is quite explicit and very often formulated 

by the participants in their evaluation of this style. We identify two main rules 

of ;ו:z,HaJIOr: (1) There must be mutual respect and consideration for all 

participants at all times (IIapHHז roזoBa H,L\TII Ha ,L\Ilanסr npH ycnסBIIII c3ס,L1aHIIH aזMoc<tiepbו 

"yB=זenbHסro OTHסmeHIISI II cזpeMneHIISI K B3aHMסnסHHMaHIIIO cזopoH" [ the party is ready to 

start a dialogue only if there is an atmosphere of "respectful attitude and desire of the 

sides to understand each other"] [Dubina, 2000]); and (2) harsh critique of others 

and negative emotions must be avoided. For example, witness the Russian Ministry of 
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Education in their response to a community commission's critique of a document 

describing educational standards): 

B 3TOH KOMHCCHH co6pnrכac1, ,11eiiCTBHTeJII,HO oqeHI, cep1,e3111,re JIIO,l\11, 
n3סTOM)' HM pa11ee npe,11JiaraJioc1, ס>lסיpMHTb TeXHif'leCKסe 3a,11a1111e, 
llOBJIIUIB Ha >lסיPMHPOBa1111e CTa11,11apTOB . ... Ho OHH npe,11nףסJIH 
TaKoii npo>tיecc11סHaJibHOii pa6oTe KPHTHKOBaTh TO, ףTO ,lleJiaeTCJI. 
3ro HeJII,3JI Ha3BaTh KOHCTPyKTHBHbIM ,l\HaJIOI'OM. 

[This commission brought together very serious people. That is why they were 
offered to outline their requirements beforehand and in this way influence 
development of the standards .... But instead of this professional work, they 
preferred to critique what is being done. This cannot be called a constructive 
dialogue.](Chernykh & Isayeva, 2010) 

This exploration of what ;ם,Har:סנr means in Russian discourse can have 

important implications when compared to other cultural forms of the word in 

other languages. While ;ם,Har:סנr seeks to minimize critique and confrontation, the 

Japanese form of dialogue above included critical statements, so long as the 

participants were open. In her analysis of Russian and American interpretations of 

dialogue, Wierzbicka (2006) concluded that the forms of communication that 

constitute dialogue, and the ends accomplished, may be substantially different. For 

example, when the Russians and Americans hold international talks, each side 

may have different notions of what they wish to accomplish in a dialogue. While 

the Russians may be happy (or unhappy) with the level of mutual understanding 

achieved and demonstrated, the Americans may be satisfied ( or unsatisfied) with 

the specific goals reached ( Carbaugh, 2005a). 

Thus, as suggested here, there is much to be learned by juxtaposing various 

cultural discourses about dialogue. Each cultural discourse explored above brings 

into view its own ideas about dialogue through its own terms, its own cultural 

premises and practices. When considered together, all reveal the possibility, not only 

of divergent, but also common, ground. 
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Cultural Forms and Meanings in Dialogue: Communication, Sociality, and 

Personhood 

In exploring these three discourses, we noticed a wide range of features such as the 

degree to which such practices are linguistically elaborated, the use of dialogue as a 

loan word from English in Russian or from Chinese into Korean, the various 

applications from personal to more political actions (Russian more toward the latter 

with Korean and Japanese spanning the spectrum), to the ways interaction as such is 

to be normatively structured, the various goals brought into view, preferred modes 

for action, and associated acts, styles or sequences, among other features. There is not 

only considerable variety in communicative forms, but cultural density in the 

meanings attached to dialogue. 

In Japanese, for example, hanashiai (i5 L,,if 1,, ,) identifies a cultural form 

of communication with roots in the Edo period. Hanashiai places a premium on 
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face-work or relational work, facing each other about particular issues but doing so 

within the group's shared goals. The specific cultural premises in this activity involve 

normative guidelines for collaborative action, and makes virtues of a charming 

personality, sincerity, caring, and deep respect. Interactional goals are maintaining 

harmony, sharing understandings, and cooperative trust. The form has currency in 

various social, political, educational and historical contexts. 

In Korean, daehwa (cH2� t-J-11§) means talking while looking at each other, 

addressing topics for which there are presumably different views about which one 

should be cooperative, all the while seeking both mutual understanding and solving 

problems. The idea, and the cultural communicative form implementing it-along 

with various related forms of practice-is used in a range of educational, political and 

social contexts. 

In Russian, dialogue (,ם,Hנזaסr) refers to a way of communicating when two 

or more sides (usually in a political, business or other formal context) convene 

on the basis that social interaction regarding an issue is necessary. The primary 

goals of a dialogue are collaborative meaning making that leads to ponimanie 

(mutual understanding), and/or reshenie voprosa (the resolution of an issue). 

Dialogue includes serial action, where each interaction-which includes various 

communication acts and events-is meaningfully and explicitly connected to the 

previous one. 

We can now look across these Japanese, Korean, and Russian discourses on 

dialogue, and make several observations which reiterate, and slightly revise, our 

earlier findings based upon Blackfoot, Chinese, Finnish and Hungarian discourses 

( Carbaugh, Boromisza-Habashi et al., 2006, pp. 41-42). We summarize features of 

the above discourses, marking each general feature that is active in J (Japanese), 

K (Korean) and R (Russian) discourse. Our summary is intended to identify the 

general range of features potentially active across languages when dialogue or 

something like it is an interactional concern. The summary is structured by the 

theoretical framework we used to study terms for talk and the practices they 

reference. We use it to identify possible similarities and differences across discourses 

(e.g., Japanese hanashiai and Korean daewha share meaning about face-to-face, 

verbal coproduction between participants, but differ in meaning about channel of 

communication and structuring norms). 
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Messages about Communication 

First, multiple features of communication practices are being expressed through these 

various terms. Our summary begins with the most literal and explicit meanings about 

communicative action at play in this discourse: 

1. The terms refer to face-to-face, verbal coproductions, between two or more 

participants or parties (J hanashiai; K daewha; R dialogue, beseda, razgovor, 

diskussia, peregovori); 
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2. The practices being referenced range from cooperative interactions which share a 

goal, to competitive debates (J hanashiai except competitive debate; K hwedam; R 

dialogue, beseda, razgovor, diskussia, peregovori); 

3. An ethos of mutuality of exchange ( or motivated interdependence) pervades these 

practices (J hanashiai; K daewha; R dialogue, beseda, razgovor, diskussia, 

peregovori); 

4. The predominant tone or feeling is social cooperation, and varies from serious 

and formal to informal (J hanashiai; K daewha; R dialogue, beseda, razgovor, 

diskussia, peregovori); 

5. While the predominant channel is face-to-face verbal exchange, it may also 

include other channels such as writing, scripted and spontaneous practices, as 

well as various electronic media-digital, newsprint, Internet, radio, television 

(J hanashiai; K daedam; R dialogue, beseda, razgovor, diskussia, peregovori); 

6. Structuring norms include speaking in a sincere, informative, and ably expressive 

way about one's views; and listening in a way that is open to learning additional 

information, including the emotions of others (J hanashiai; K daewha; R dialogue, 

beseda, razgovor, diskussia, peregovori); 

7. Goals of the practice vary widely from producing harmony, to winning a verbal 

contest, to informing participants about issues, problem-solving, clarifying the 

nature of the issues, presenting a range of views, developing shared understanding 

or mutual trust, resolving a contlict in a mutually satisfying way, transforming 

social circumstances, establishing a common goal, affirming and/ or repairing 

social relationships, establishing future actions (J hanashiai and R dialogue, except 

winning a verbal contest; K hwedam); and 

8. The practices of dialogue are conceived as being of varying importance, but most 

are deemed highly efficacious, yet the locus or site of the efficacy varies: In some 

cases, the primary salient issue is the relations among the participants ( as more 

important than the information exchanged); in others, it is the topic being 

addressed (as presumably weighty, e.g., societal, political and economic matters); 

in still others, the primary concern is the value of the form of the communication 

activity itself (with less focus on relationships or the topic of discussion); or 

further, of primary salience is the balance between clarity of the information 

expressed, the agreement being forged, and the emotion involved in its expression 

(J hanashiai; K daedam; R dialogue). 
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Messages about Sociality 

In addition to these meanings about the communication practice itself, the terms also 

express more implicit meanings about sociality. These are meanings about social life 

and its organization which participants hear in these cultural discourses about 

dialogue, and thus, they are active in a more metaphorical or figurative way. In other 

words, as people call for and discuss dialogue, they are not only talking about a 
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communication practice, but also, as part of their metacultural commentary, they are 

signifying something about social identities, relations, and possibly institutions. We 

formulate these features as follows: 

1. The dialogic form of practice activates multiple possible social identities: Some 

are political or social opponents; some are high status participants, for example, 

scholars or official representatives; others are guests and hosts, disputants and 

intermediaries, employers and employees (J hanashiai; K hwedam, daedam; 

R dialogue); 

2. The form may presume social relations are already in an important way equal, 

or are moving towards equality along some dimension (as in earlier 

studies); 

3. The form can activate various social institutions: These can be familial, political

governmental, religious, educational, friendship, therapeutic, related to entertain

ment media-hosts, guests, and radio, television, theater, opera organizations 

(J hanashiai; K daewha, hwehwa, hwedam; R dialogue); and 

4. The dialogic form is designed to balance relations among people: within social 

scenes, their social and emotional selves; and the rational and emotional concerns 

of relationships (J hanashiai; K daewha; R dialogue, razgovor) . 

Messages about Personhood 

Finally, cultural discourses pertaining to dialogue offer a range of premises about 

personhood. As with the meanings above concerning sociality, these features are 

largely taken for granted, and as a result, are expressed more implicitly and 

metaphorically. The first three formulations, below, operate as an interactional 

exigency, or as an occasioning antecedent condition for dialogue as a social form 

itself. We introduce these as a way of capturing a sequential movement in cultural 

meanings about persons which motivate dialogue as a form: 

1. Persons can act poorly, be insincere, conniving, or inappropriately (in)expressive 

(J many terms; K daehwa; R dialogue); 

2. Persons can act on the sole basis of selfish interests, or on the basis of an 

imbalance of power, or in other unbalanced ways-as in being too individualistic 

or too socially constrained (J many terms; K daehwa; R dialogue); 

3. The above are ultimately of limited value, immoral, or bad (J hanashiai ni naranai 

does not become hanashiai; K daehwa; R dialogue); 

4. Persons need a form of social interaction which is sincere, informative, expressive 

of their views, and receptive to the views of others as discussed above (J hanashiai; 

K daehwa; R dialogue); 

5. Persons need a form of social interaction which is educational, socially pro

ductive, disseminates information widely, advances mututal interests while 

managing social relationships in proper ways (J hanashiai; K daehwa; R dialogue); 
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6. Persons need a form of social interaction which balances informational needs and 

social care, or individual and communal concerns (J hanashiai; K daedam; 

R dialogue); and 

7. These needs are attached to specific philosophical, literary, and cultural 

traditions, axioms of particularity and actuality (J, hanashiai, Buddhism and 

Shintoism; R, soulfulness, potential for understanding if obshenie is properly 

done). 

The meanings above help us identify a range of general features that are active when 

people call for dialogue. When doing so, one is inevitably using, or working within or 

between specific cultural discourses, each with its own specific features about what is 

being advocated both in the practice of the communication being requested, and the 

meanings that are activated when communicating in that way, or those ways. 

Mention of dialogue may motivate and foreground one form of communication here 

(e.g., problem-solving in Korean, agreement in Russian), and another there (e.g., 

clarifying information in Russian or a harmonious self-relational care in Japanese). 

Combined with our earlier studies, we note that such a form can invoke relations of 

equality, but not necessarily in the three languages we explore here. It can invoke 

specific aspects of tradition within a society, for example Buddhism and Shintoism in 

Japan, or one in particular as in Korean. Further, it can signal change within a society 

in what is deemed proper as public dialogue. This is evident explicitly in the Russian 

case and its recent importation of dialogue. In contemporary Finland, also, we earlier 

noted movement from the more traditional Finnish vuoropuhelu ( taking turns in 

talking about an important topic) to keskustelu (where value in the interactive quality 

of the exchange is amplified over the clarity of the topic being discussed; see 

Carbaugh, Boromisza-Habashi et al., 2006, pp. 38-39). 

The features summarized above can help sensitize us to the particular meanings in 

various cultural discourses as dialogue is being advocated. A wide range of acts, 

events, and styles of communication are active; a wide range of possible forms, 

norms, contexts, goals, and meanings are brought into view. Clearly, more research is 

required to understand what is being said-and called for-through one discourse of 

dialogue, and how it relates to others, for one can emphasize relational care while 

another focuses on informational needs. 

Our theoretical stance, described earlier, was a valuable heuristic in the study of 

dialogue across cultural discourses. In particular, the conceptual framework has 

provided a way of investigating these discursive phenomena by attending to key 

cultural terms for talk (and communicative action generally) in each language, to 

exploring specific contexts in which each is used, and to examining actual practices 

which are being referenced with the use of these terms. Our approach, then, is related 

to Wierbicka's (2006) important study, yet differs by exploring not only uses of terms 

but, moreover, the larger social contexts of their use, as well as observations of the 

sequential forms of practice being referenced through those terms. For example, in 

Japanese, using the term hanashiai invokes group goals as central, self-goals as 

secondary yet active, and asks one to strive for balance between one's emotional and 
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social self. These features are not only activated by the term, but in the practice itself. 

All are implemented in a special sequential form of problem-solving. 

Next, each term was examined for its referencing of specific communication acts, 

larger events, and/or styles of speaking. We found, as a result, the importance of 

listening deeply as an action within hanashiai without having to ask the speaker to 

elaborate, or speaking in Korean through daehwa as a way of conducting a political 

event where different views are expressed while simultaneously seeking mutual 

understanding and solving a problem. Through the Russian dialogicheskoe obshenie, 

the social stage is set as a communication event in which people strive toward unity 

with others, or with other collective agents, because-it is assumed culturally

people hold things in common. Our studies, therefore, explored the term's 

deployment in its cultural discursive context, including the practices being 

referenced, with each analyzed as an act, event, and/or style of communication. 

Finally, each discourse was interpreted as carrying with it deeper, literal features 

about communication itself, the way it is normatively structured, the tone it carries, 

its mode of use, its situated efficacy; each was interpreted further, when possible, as a 

carrier of implicit meanings about the social roles appropriate when conducting 

this form, how social relations are to be managed, and what, if any, social 

institutions-political, religious, familial-are active or presumed in dialogic conduct 

(Carbaugh, 1989). This general way of studying dialogue, with attentiveness to its key 

terms, contexts, acts, events, styles, and meanings about communication, sociality, 

and personhood, has been designed, in short, and collaboratively carried out, through 

stages of descriptive, interpretive and comparative analyses (Carbaugh, 2007). 

Through such cultural and cross-cultural study we have been able to identify some 

common features of dialogue in cultural discourses. These include a general ethos of 

mutuality in a verbal exchange, events of cooperative production, social relations in 

which some semblance of interactivity is being conducted or sought. However, 

whenever we construct a generic formulation, as in the prior sentence, we shudder. In 

writing, we wonder, as mention is made of mutuality or exchange, or in using the 

words, cooperation or collaboration, prominent as these terms are in global 

humanitarian discourses, what each means for participants here, and there, in 

practice, and in norms for specific communication conduct in one cultural discourse 

relative to another? We wonder indeed if such terms are even salient there as opposed 

to here? What, then, is being targeted through these terms, about speakers' rights, or 

obligations, within this, their form? Which receives more weight: informational or 

face concerns; one's duties to a group, one's rights as a speaker, or a balance between 

them? What are the meanings and motives being expressed? Our generic formulation 

always gives way to more localized discourses which shape life in some places more 

than others. Multiple questions can and should be raised immediately. In so doing, 

we can develop better knowledge about dialogue as it is being advocated within and 

across specific cultural discourses, sensitize ourselves to its various means of 

expression, interpret the variety of meanings it engages, and thereby contribute to 

a better understanding when pleas for it are being made, including occasions when it 
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is enacted. Precisely because of the plethora of such pleas in global discourses today, 

dialogue requires our careful attention. 

Sensitivity to such variations in the shape and meaning of dialogue and 

communication generally is part of what we hope our study-along with many 

others-contributes ( e.g., Bloch, 2003; Bloch & Lemish, 2005; Goldsmith, 

1989-1990; Goldsmith & Baxter, 1996; Hall & Valde, 1995; Poutiainen, 2005; Scollo 

Sawyer, 2004; Wierzbicka, 2006; Wilkins, 2005). We cannot assume different 

participants come to dialogue with the same context, acts, events, styles, and 

meanings in view. These must be carefully studied, and we hope our framework for 

doing so, including its critical assessment, is of value to others who are interested in 

joining these efforts. In the process, we strive for balance between an overly 

generalized sense of dialogue sapped of its particularity, and an overly particular form 

which is so provincial it cannot accept others. We hope this study of dialogue in 

cross-cultural perspective by an interlingual and intercultural team of ethnographers 

has contributed to these various practical and theoretical ends. Moreover, we hope 

that further work in this manner will help maximize the possibilities while 

minimizing the pitfalls of intercultural dialogue. 

Note 

[1] Transcript from the television program, Nippon Housou Kyoukai ("Haato wo tunagou;' 

2007). 
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